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INTRODUCTION
Cybercriminals are known to thrive in time of crisis and major events, and the current COVID-19 pandemic is no
exception. In fact, never before has the ground been more fertile for social engineering attacks, preying on every
emotion and circumstance introduced by this pandemic.
Financial hardship and uncertainty create a sense of fear which cybercriminals are quick to play on, offering
incentives such as government payments and work at home scams.
Also, with virtually every large nation around the world in some level of lockdown, people are yearning for social
connection and spending more time than ever on social media.
RSA FraudAction’s analysts and researchers analyze a wide range of cyber-attacks including phishing, trojans and
rogue apps and also monitor fraud forums and hacking forums on the darknet, underground marketplaces, openweb sources and fraud groups in social media.
In this report we will share a glance into the cybercrime landscape amid COVID-19.
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THE CYBERCRIME COMMUNITY
Cybercriminals were well-prepared to maintain business continuity and even profit from the
pandemic before most of us had even heard of the virus. Our researchers have observed that
the underground community is very organized in their communication and preparation for the
new reality dictated by the outbreak.

Figure 1: Underground
marketplace
publishes implications,
warnings and guidelines
in light of COVID-19

Figure 2: Darknet
discussion board – drug
vendor provides highquality sterilization of
packages considering
the coronavirus
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Figure 3: Darknet
discussion board –
COVID-19
communication from
underground
marketplace vendor

Figure 4: Telegram
fraud group –
cybercriminal warns of
delayed shipping of
skimmers

For the most part, cybercriminals are looking to capitalize on this pandemic and they are
encouraging one another to take advantage of the opportunities it introduces.
Our researchers have also observed many types of cybercrime advertisements containing
Coronavirus-related promotions and discounts.

Figure 5: Fraud forum
– cybercriminal offers
30% discount on
premium membership
amid coronavirus
outbreak
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Figure 6: ICQ fraud
group – cybercriminal
encourages others to
take advantage of weak
security measures due
to coronavirus

Figure 7: Russianspeaking underground
forum – cybercriminal
advertises COVID-19
email spamming
services
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Figure 8: Telegram
fraud group –
cybercriminal offers
“coronavirus deals” on
fraudulent cheque
services

Figure 9: Russianspeaking underground
forum – cybercriminal
advertises Excel
infection services and
offers discounts, urging
the community to
exploit the “coronavirus
wave”
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SUSCEPTIBLE VERTICALS
Medical and government institutions are major actors during these challenging times, and the
public has become accustomed in recent days to frequent reach outs from these authorities.
As such, it is not surprising that these sectors are most capitalized on in recent campaigns
spreading cyber-attacks. Below are several attacks of this nature discovered by FraudAction
analysts.

Figure 10:
Coronavirus-themed
smishing attack
impersonating HMRC

Figure 11:
Coronavirus-themed
smishing attack
impersonating PC
Optimum
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Figure 12:
Coronavirus-themed
phishing attack
impersonating World
Health Organization

Figure 13:
Coronavirus-themed
Canadian government
tax return fraud
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These institutions are not only impersonated, they are also a direct target. Cybercriminals are
looking to obtain any data ranging from patients’ personal information and internal information
on progress in vaccines and drugs for the coronavirus.
Given the current situation, there are many ways in which cybercriminals can use such
information, for example coronavirus-related spear phishing, blackmailing, financial
exploitation as well as potentially extracting valuable, non-public information on the
coronavirus from these servers. In general, information retrieved from medical institutions is of
greater value for cybercriminals today than in normal days.
FraudAction researchers have traced a recent breach in a medical clinic in Florida which was
found to contain PII, SSNs and banking information as well as patient medical information.

Figure 14: Leak forum
– large breach in Florida
medical clinic available
for free download
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MALWARE AT ITS PEAK
It may be a peak for malware but it is definitely an all-time low for humankind.
Various malicious coronavirus maps have emerged, and while they do provide reliable
information, they also infect end-users with malware.

Figure 15: Russianspeaking underground
forum – “Coronavirus
Map” malware advert
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In addition, various rogue apps are being used to plant malware on victims’ devices. Below are
several examples of mobile malware hidden in what appear to be apps for coronavirus
tracking.
Info

Details

Type

Mobile malware (Android)

Trojan Family

Cerberus

Infection

hxxp://

Package Name

Coronavirus.apk

Info

Details

Type

Mobile malware (Android)

Trojan Family

Anubis

Package Name

Coronavirus_obf.apk

-sourced.com/corona/CORONA/

Figure 16: Cerberus
Android malware
disguised as coronavirus
map

Figure 17: Anubis
Android malware hidden
in coronavirus app
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Not only are the apps Coronavirus-themed but so are the domains themselves which are being
used to host the malware infection points as well as spread the cyber-attack campaigns.
Since January 2020 alone, RSA identified over 50 thousand newly-registered domains
containing the words ‘coronavirus’ and ‘COVID-19’.

Info

Details

Type

Mobile malware (Android)

Trojan Family

Cerberus

Infection

hxxps://covidapp-19[.]space/covid-19-tracker.apk

Package Name

covid-19-tracker.apk

Info

Details

Type

Mobile malware (Android)

Trojan Family

Cerberus

Infection

hxxp://corona-apps.com/Corona-Apps.apk

Package Name

Corona-Apps.apk

Figure 18: Cerberus
Android malware
disguised as COVID-19
tracker

Figure 19: Cerberus
Android malware hidden
in coronavirus app
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A HUMAN LOOK INTO THE CYBERCRIME LANDSCAPE
While there are many cybercriminals taking advantage of the situation, it is important to
remember that they too are human. They worry about the situation, encourage each other and
even look out for one another. Our researchers have come across countless threads in fraud
venues with information, live updates, measures on how to keep safe, discussions, questions
about the nature of the virus, thoughts, worries and more.

Figure 20: Fraud forum
– informative thread
about COVID-19
providing an overview of
the current situation

Figure 21: WhatsApp
fraud group –
cybercriminal wishes
safety to fellow
fraudsters and their
families
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Figure 22: Telegram
fraud group –
cybercriminal offers
carding food items in
light of lockdown

Figure 23: Telegram
fraud group – users are
urged to stay at home
amid the pandemic

FraudAction researchers have also come across a “coronavirus challenge” in a prominent leak
forum, in which members are asked to scrape data of coronavirus cases from publicly-available
national databases.
It is mentioned that this is for a good cause, and for the sake of this report we will give them
the benefit of the doubt.
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CONCLUSION
As we have learned throughout the years, global trends and events impact not only our
personal and work lives, but also significantly shape the cybercrime landscape. Cybercriminals
have adapted quickly to the new reality, not only capitalizing on it, but also sharing
recommendations, guidelines and knowledge within their communities.
While the attack schemes themselves have not really changed, the circumstances definitely
have. The exponential increase in digital traffic, including users less accustomed to online
activity, significantly enhances susceptibility.
Over the years, organizations have placed significant efforts in building a strong perimeter; but
with employees working remotely, companies need to reassess what data, access and
authentication are required to perform tasks. Regardless, a Multi-Factor Authentication
approach has remained the rule of the day in ensuring secure connectivity to the corporate
infrastructure.
Last but not least, since attackers generally use the means of social engineering, end-user
awareness is key to an organization’s security stance and should always be incorporated into
‘Work from Home’ policies.
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